A fundamental task in photonics is to characterise an unknown optical process, defined by properties such as birefringence, spectral response, thickness and flatness. Amongst many ways to achieve this, single-photon probes can be used in a method called quantum process tomography (QPT). Furthermore, QPT is an essential method in determining how a process acts on quantum mechanical states. For example for quantum technology, QPT is used to characterise multi-qubit processors 1 and quantum communication channels 2 ; across quantum physics QPT of some form is often the first experimental investigation of a new physical process, as shown in the recent research into coherent transport in biological mechanisms 3 . However, the precision of QPT is limited by the fact that measurements with single-particle probes are subject to unavoidable shot noise-this holds for both single photon and laser probes. In situations where measurement resources are limited, for example, where the process is rapidly changing or the time bandwidth is constrained, it becomes essential to overcome this precision limit. Here we devise and demonstrate a scheme for tomography which exploits non-classical input states and quantum interferences; unlike previous QPT methods our scheme capitalises upon the possibility to use simultaneously multiple photons per mode. The efficiency-quantified by precision per photon used-scales with larger photonnumber input states. Our demonstration uses fourphoton states and our results show a substantial reduction of statistical fluctuations compared to traditional QPT methods-in the ideal case one four-photon probe state yields the same amount of statistical information as twelve single probe photons.
A fundamental task in photonics is to characterise an unknown optical process, defined by properties such as birefringence, spectral response, thickness and flatness. Amongst many ways to achieve this, single-photon probes can be used in a method called quantum process tomography (QPT). Furthermore, QPT is an essential method in determining how a process acts on quantum mechanical states. For example for quantum technology, QPT is used to characterise multi-qubit processors 1 and quantum communication channels 2 ; across quantum physics QPT of some form is often the first experimental investigation of a new physical process, as shown in the recent research into coherent transport in biological mechanisms 3 . However, the precision of QPT is limited by the fact that measurements with single-particle probes are subject to unavoidable shot noise-this holds for both single photon and laser probes. In situations where measurement resources are limited, for example, where the process is rapidly changing or the time bandwidth is constrained, it becomes essential to overcome this precision limit. Here we devise and demonstrate a scheme for tomography which exploits non-classical input states and quantum interferences; unlike previous QPT methods our scheme capitalises upon the possibility to use simultaneously multiple photons per mode. The efficiency-quantified by precision per photon used-scales with larger photonnumber input states. Our demonstration uses fourphoton states and our results show a substantial reduction of statistical fluctuations compared to traditional QPT methods-in the ideal case one four-photon probe state yields the same amount of statistical information as twelve single probe photons.
Quantum information protocols promise new capabilities for a range of computational, communication and sensing applications. Successful development and implementation of all these quantum information protocols rely on efficient techniques to characterise quantum devices. The most widelyused method for this purpose is QPT-in which a mathematical description of a quantum process is reconstructed by estimating the probabilities of outcomes for a selection of probe states and measurement settings. QPT has been demonstrated in a variety of physical systems, including ion traps 5 , nuclear magnetic resonance 6 , superconducting circuits 7 and Nitrogen-vacancy colour centres 8 . In the context * These authors contributed equally † Email: Xiaoqi.Zhou@bristol.ac.uk ‡ Email: Hugo.Cable@bristol.ac.uk § Email: Jonathan.Matthews@bristol.ac.uk of photonics, experimental demonstrations have been reported in e.g. Refs.
1, [9] [10] [11] for linear-optical systems using few-photon states. (A continuous-variable version of QPT has also been demonstrated for general optical quantum processes using coherent-state inputs and homodyne measurements 12 .) Despite the success of QPT on small systems, there remains scope for improvement. For example, a well-known problem for QPT is the requirement for an exponentially-growing number of measurements for processes on an increasing number of qubits. Many methods have been devised and demonstrated to circumvent this problem, such as efficient state tomography 13 and compressed sensing 14 . In photonics, photon loss and interferometric instability present the main challenges, and a method called "super-stable tomography" was recently proposed to address these 15 . Here we are concerned with improving measurement precision given a fixed number of particles propagating through the unknown process. It has been found that the precision achieved by tomography methods after a fixed number of measurements are dependent on the unknown state or process. This has naturally led to adaptive schemes 16, 17 where dynamic measurement settings are used. Fundamentally, whatever measurement scheme is used-adaptive or non-adaptivethe precision is always limited by the unavoidable statistical fluctuation, where the ultimate precision limits are dictated by quantum mechanics.
Our approach is to exploit quantum interferences to minimize the unwanted fluctuation on the quantum-process measurement statistics by drawing upon techniques from quantum metrology 4 . Here we present a quantum-enhanced process tomography protocol which works for arbitrary unitary optical processes on two modes, and experimentally demonstrate measurement precision beyond that achievable with traditional QPT protocols. We first explain the theory of our protocol, and then present the results of our experimental implementation which show evidence for a quantum-enhanced precision compared to the conventional QPT approach. Finally, we discuss generalisations and applications of our protocols.
The standard procedure for QPT applies repeated state tomography on a set of input states acted on by the process 1, 18 . A full procedure for process tomography commonly assumes that the quantum process corresponds mathematically to completely-positive trace-preserving map and physically to quantum evolution which can include decoherence or dissipation. If the process acts on a l-dimension system, l 4 − l 2 configurations must be tested 18 . Here we consider the unitary case where there are l 2 − 1 unknown real parameters, encompassing a broad class of optical devices and processes. parameters that need to be determined and they correspond to the complex transmission amplitude a + ib and the complex reflection amplitude c + id. So the task to estimate the unknown unitary U becomes to determine the values of a, b, c and d satisfying the unitarity constraint
We assume that the unitary is operating on the polarisation degree of freedom and we denote horizontal (diagonal, right circular) and vertical (anti-diagonal, left circular) polarisation by H (D, R) and V (A, L), where |D/A = 1 √ 2 (|H ± |V ) and
(|H ± i|V ). By inputting an H (D, R) photon to the unitary and measuring the output photon in the H/V (D/A, R/L) basis, the probability of detecting H (D, R) polarisation at the output is p HV (p DA , p RL ), where ), the standard quantum limit (SQL) for measurement. To go beyond the SQL, our approach uses multi-photon states as probes, determining the three probabilities shown in Eq. 2, indirectly from the multi-photon counting statistics.
The multi-photon input state we use is a N-photon state split equally between H-and V-polarisation 19 , |N/2, N/2 HV , where N is even. After propagating through the unknown unitary, the state is measured in the H/V basis as in the singlephoton case. The probability of detecting n H H-polarised photons and n V V-polarised photons at the output is a function of p HV alone. Explicitly, these probabilities are
where
(n H +n V )/2 denotes the standard associated Legendre polynomial 20 with degree (n H + n V )/2 and order (n H − n V )/2 (See Supplementary Information). Consequently, p HV can be estimated from the photon-counting data using a maximum-likelihood technique with a precision of ∆p HV = p HV (1− p HV )/ (N(N/2+1)), which scales with
)-a quadratic improvement compared to the SQL. For the processes. An 80MHz pulsed Ti-Sapphire laser centred at 808nm is up-converted to 404nm and then focused onto a BiBO (Bismuth Borate) crystal, phase-matched for type-I SPDC, creating noncollinear degenerate horizontally-polarised photon pairs at 808nm. After converting one arm to vertical polarisation using a halfwaveplate (HWP, green), the two arms are combined by a polarising beamsplitter (PBS). The resulting state is passed through the unknown unitary (purple) and then measured in the H/V basis. Approximate photon-number counting is implemented on each polarisation mode using a 1-8 fan-out array onto avalanche photodiode detectors (APD, grey). By using different waveplate settings before and after the unknown unitary, the basis for the probe state and measurement can be changed to D/A and R/L. N = 4 case, the outcome probabilities are given in Table I , and the precision of the estimated probability improves by approximately 70%. By changing the input state to |N/2, N/2 DA (RL) and the measurement basis to D/A (R/L), we can obtain p DA (p RL ) with the same precision as p HV . It should be noted that it is still not known what kind of quantum advantages can be achieved for the non-unitary processes. Some theoretical results on estimating both unitary and nonunitary processes can be found in References [21] [22] [23] . To demonstrate our scheme, we use four-photon states generated using standard type-I spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) (see Fig. 1 ). With a certain probability, the SPDC source will produce two photon pairs (with H polarisation) across the two arms. After rotating one arm to V polarisation using a half-waveplate (HWP), the two arms are then combined on a polarisation beamsplitter (PBS) thus producing the desired four-photon state |2, 2 HV . The state passes through the unknown unitary and is then separated into the H and V components using a PBS. The photon number at each output is resolved using a fan-out array which couples to eight avalanche photodiodes (APDs) (See Methods). We use the measured rates of four-photon outcomes to estimate p HV by using the maximum-likelihood method based on the theoretical probability distributions shown in Table I . By changing the input state and the measurement basis to D/A (R/L), implemented by waveplates before and after the unitary, we estimate p DA (p RL ) in a similar manner. The experimentally determinedp HV ,p DA andp RL are then used to construct an estimate of the unknown unitary,Ũ. To quantify the discrepancy betweenŨ and U we use the process infidelity, defined as 1 − min ψ|Ũ † U|ψ 2 , where the minimum is taken over all single-photon states |ψ . To provide evidence that the scheme works for any twomode unitary, we test it using a number of preselected unitaries randomly sampled from the Haar distribution 24 . For each of these unitaries U, 200 four-photon probes (800 photons in total) are used to construct the estimateŨ. The process infidelities range from 96.8% to 99.8%, with a mean of 98.8% showing near-ideal performance for the scheme. The relationships between the expected and the experimentallyreconstructed unitaries are represented graphically in Fig. 2 . This analysis shows qualitatively that our scheme provides high-quality estimates for arbitrary unitaries. Now we turn to the central feature of the scheme-the ability to exploit multi-photon quantum interference to improve the estimate precision with a fixed input resource-the total number of photons propagating through the unknown unitary. . 2 ), and look at the variation ofŨ over many repetitions of the experiment. Theoretically, both the mean and standard deviation of the process infidelities ofŨ with respect to U will be improved towards zero using our scheme as opposed to the traditional approach using single photons. In practice, we use a SPDC source and post-selection to simulate exact photon-number states, which inevitably result in systematic errors that prevent a fair comparison between the mean infidelities of fourphoton and single-photon probe states 25 . To properly quantify the spread of the estimatesŨ from actual data, we use the standard deviation of the process infidelities ofŨ with respect to U , where U is a "central" estimate derived by combining all datasets. The analysis of the experimental data for U A and U B are shown in Fig. 3 . As expected, the mean and the standard deviation of the infidelity decrease as the photon number increases for both schemes. More importantly, for every fixed input resource, the standard deviation of the infidelity is reduced for our scheme compared to the traditional approach. For example, as shown in Fig. 3 , using standard QPT one would need approximately 3600 photons overall to obtain the same small infidelity and spread, as achieved by our protocol using only 1800 probe photons. The experimental results are closely matched to the predictions of the theoretical simulations as described in Fig. 3 . In the ideal case, where there is no restriction on the number of probe photons, one four-photon probe state yields the same amount of statistical information as twelve single probe photons. However, our results show a slightly smaller quantum advantage because of practical limitations on the size of the dataset.
The deviations of our experimental results from the theoretical predictions originate from three parts of the experiment-(i) Input states: Our scheme assumes perfect Fock states which have fixed photon number. To simulate the Fock states experimentally, we used a SPDC source which inherently contains higher-order terms, temporal distinguishability between photon pairs and spectral distinguishability between the two arms, all of which alter the intended quantum interference; (ii) Optical components: There always is imprecision in setting the angles of the manual waveplates, which can be improved by using a motorised bulk-optical system or migrating to an integrated architecture; (iii) Detection system: To simulate photon-number resolving detection, we use a 1-to-8 fibre array terminated with 8 APDs on each output. The nonuniform efficiency across the 16 APDs and the non-identical splitting ratio of the fibre arrays result in some bias in the detection system. Despite these limitations, we still see a clear quantum advantage of our four-photon data over the traditional method.
The ability to characterise a quantum process accurately is a basic requirement for demonstrating quantum information techniques, and the method of QPT has been widely deployed. However, it is not well explored how and to what extent it is possible to exceed the precision limit achievable by 
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Theoretical simulation for U B Experimental performance of the quantum enhanced tomography protocol using four-photon states. In this figure, the standard QPT protocol (diagonal fill) using single photons and our method using four photons (unpatterned) are compared, for two unitaries U A and U B . To make a fair comparison between the two protocols, the same total number of probe photons are assumed (1800, 2400 and 3600 for all measurements together). a1 and b1 are derived from experimental data for U A and U B respectively and a2 and b2 are based on corresponding theoretical simulations. For each case, the mean infidelity is illustrated, for a series of experimentally-derived estimatesŨ A orŨ B , where the infidelity is defined relative to "central" estimates U A or U B derived from the accumulated experimental data. Asymmetric lower-and upperhalf error bars are used, reflecting the distribution of infidelity values. The data shows that the four-photon version of the protocol achieves greater accuracy and precision than standard QPT with single photons.
QPT. From an alternative perspective, process tomography or unitary estimation, can be regarded as a multi-parameter estimation problem. A general linear-optical unitary on N spatial modes can always be decomposed into multiple variable phases and 50:50 beamsplitters 26 . Recently, some special families of unitaries using commuting phaseshift operations, with applications in phase imaging 27 and interferometry in waveguides 28 , have been theoretically investigated. Our protocol, for the general case of a two-mode unitary, corresponds to estimating three unknown non-commuting phases. Since quantum enhancement is well known for single phase estimation in the field of quantum metrology, it is natural to look for an analogous improvement for this multiparameter problem. We have drawn upon and adapted the techniques from optical phase estimation and successfully achieved a quantum enhancement in estimating a unitary process. A key strength of this approach is our parametrisation which greatly simplifies the maximum-likelihood procedure.
As an aside, we note that there have been several related theoretical investigations which explore how the properties of quantum mechanics, especially quantum entanglement, can improve the precision for abstract unitary estimation [29] [30] [31] [32] . However, these papers adopt different methodologies from our work, and offer no explicit mapping onto photonic systems.
Although our scheme is based on an equal number Fock state in two modes |N/2, N/2 for the input, our method can be conveniently extended with only minor modifications for: (1) Unbalanced input states of the form |M, N − M , and superpositions of these states with different total photon number; (2) Photon-counting techniques with limited ability to discriminate exact photon number 33 . The modifications involve changes to the probability distributions used in the maximum-likelihood estimation procedure, but do not alter the special feature that they always depend on a single parameter (p HV , p DA or p RL ). As a practical application, the probe state can be the entire state generated by type-I or type-II parametric downconversion, which can be easily created in the laboratory and is tolerant to photon loss 25, 34 ; (3) Unknown unitaries on n modes: the n 2 − 1 parameters of such unitaries can be determined by using the same number of input and measurement bases, where for each choice of basis a non-classical multi-photon input state is used. (4) Incorporating an adaptive method. As with standard QPT, the attainable precision of our protocol is dependent on the unknown unitary. As such, by including an adaptive stepupdating the measurement bases-the precision can be further improved.
Our protocol can be directly used for optical communication networks 35 , transferring classical or quantum information, with the purpose of fast and precise characterisation of each link, especially when interferometric stability is required. Our technique also offers a range of applications to the characterisation of optical media and quantum logic gates 36 , as well as to new types of quantum sensors 4 . Considering applications outside of photonics, the scheme has a natural geometric interpretation bestowed by the Schwinger representation 37 , which provides a one-to-one map from twomode-N-photon states to the N/2-spin state space. Here the two-mode unitary operations correspond to physical rotations of a spin system, or equivalently rotations of the reference frame. Consequently, our experiment shows that a quantum advantage is indeed possible for the task of aligning Cartesian reference frames, as predicted in several theoretical works using other protocols 38 . A spin implementation of our protocol has practical applications for both gyroscopy and magnetometry.
Methods
Reconstruction of U from estimated quantitiesp HV ,p RL , andp DA Linear inversion of Eq.s 1 and 2 allows the unknown unitary to be reconstructed from the experimental-derived estimatesp HV ,p RL and p DA , whenever this leads to nonnegative values forã This inversion is given explicitly by,
and it can be applied whenever the following inequalities are all satisfied:p
Possible values for the probability estimates define the cube with 0 ≤p HV ,p RL ,p DA ≤ 1, and the inequalities above determine a tetrahedral subregion which we call the physical region-with vertices at (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1) and (1,1,1) . Outside of the physical region, exactly one of the inequalities fails to hold, and therefore we choose the point closest to (p HV ,p RL ,p DA ) in the physical region (with respect to the Euclidean metric). Simple expressions for the closest point follow from geometric considerations. As an aside, the maximum-likelihood procedure which is applied to estimate the value ofp HV(DA,RL) from data, with four-photon input states, cannot distinguish valuesp HV(DA,RL) and 1 −p HV(DA,RL) , which are both consistent with measurement results. This is because the probability distributions in Table I and Eq. 3 are symmetric under the mathematical operation p HV ↔ 1 − p HV (and similarly for p DA/RL ). This ambiguity is resolved by the same coarse-grained estimates, obtained with supplementary QPT measurements, which is needed to determine the signs of b, c and d.
Supplementary Information I. PARAMETER DEPENDENCE OF THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MEASUREMENTS IN A FIXED BASIS
Here we identity what information is obtainable from each measurement in our protocol, for an arbitrary (unitary) linear-optical process U on two modes. The action of U on the mode operators is given by,
where M is a unitary two-by-two matrix. The global phase of U is unmeasurable in our setup and hence we assume M ∈ S U(2).
M also corresponds to the linear transformation by U of an arbitrary single-photon superposition state in the Fock basis, |ψ 1 = c H |1, 0 HV + c V |0, 1 HV , so that |ψ 1 → U|ψ 1 is given by 
|vac , and again the transformation is determined entirely by the coefficients of M.
Next we look at the general form of the probability distributions for measuring n H(V) horizontally (vertically)-polarized photons at the output, given state |M, N − M HV at the input, with notation
We can use an Euler-angle decomposition to write M as a sequence of rotations on the Bloch sphere about the y and z axes: M = exp −i(ψ/2)σ z exp −i(θ/2)σ y exp −i(ζ/2)σ z . The z-axis rotations generate phases which do not affect the value of P HV (n H , n V ), which therefore depends only on the y-axis rotation with angle θ. As in the main text, we can use p HV to parameterize P HV (n H , n V ), and p HV = cos 2 (θ/2). The probability distributions are given explicitly by rotational Wigner d-matrices as follows,
(see Ref. 37 for a derivation of the d-matrices). For the case M = N/2, P HV (n H , n V , p HV ) can be reexpressed using the associated Legendre polynomials as given explicitly in Eq. 3 in the main text. These plots display the results of a simulation of our protocol for 10,000 randomly-chosen unitary operations (using the Haar-measure uniform distribution for U(2)). Each point corresponds to one unitary, and a randomly-chosen number of total probe photons. In every case, we assume four-photon input states: |2, 2 HV(DA,RL) . The red lines show the perfoprmance for the unitaries at the centre of the physical region: these have a = ±1/2, b = ±1/2, c = ±1/2 and d = ±1/2.
II. PERFORMANCE OF OUR PROTOCOL WITH INCREASING NUMBER OF PROBE PHOTONS
Here we present the performance of our protocol for a variety of unknown U and varying numbers of probe photons. To quantify the closeness of an estimate ofŨ to U itself we use the process infidelity 1 − F, defined as in the main text as 1 − min| ψ|Ũ † U|ψ | 2 , where the minimization is over single-photon states. The minimization can been done analytically, giving 1 − F = 1 − aã + bb + cc + dd 2 , where a + ib and c + id are the transmission and reflection amplitudes for U, andã + ib andc + id are the corresponding estimated values. Fig. 4 shows the performance of our protocol for randomly-chosen U using four-photon input states. The choice of U affects both the sensitivity of each of the measurements used in the protocol, as well as the proportion of estimates (by linear inversion) that lie in the physical region; both of these factors affect the mean and spread of the infidelity (for a fixed total number of probe photons). the errors for estimating each unitary are always less using the fourphoton input states in our protocol than when single-photon input states are used (for the same number of probe photons).
